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A'BSTRACT 
c. 
The· p;resent study W;:lS d~signed . to investigate several·.'. 
·. 
. . 
.stimulus~properties of the reinforcers used in .the conditioning 
. / 
· of infant·- voca-lizations~· (a) social and 
. . . ~ .... , . . . . . 
nonsocial val:ue, (b} 
modality (auditory and. visual), (c) the 
. • • • I 
. I . 
effect · of. the adult . 
. 
presen9e ·C?n ·~he socia~ arid nonsocial reinforcer~ t a~d . (d) . the 
. . 
sex of thf? ss. ~he Ss were 48 ho~e~reared infants ~anging 
fr,om 7~· to 118 days old. 'rne result demons~rate9.-,,•rthat the 
rat~ of infant vocalizat.ions ~an be iricre~sed by contingent 
. . . 
r~sponses from the infant's enyironrnent, · ~oth social" anci non- c· 
. . social: ~ex and modality Were foUnd to be tl)e importqni: 
factors in the · conc;li tio'ni:r:t9' of i~fqnt vo~alizat·~ons. Visual 
. . 
reinforcers appeare~ to be the ·-most eflecti_ve for rnal_es, 
. . 
while for females,. visual and auditory reinforcers were 
equally effective~ . Pos~ible explanations f.or this f _inding 
. . . 
we~e hypothesized bn the ba~i~ ~f t~e - ~i£ferenti~l develop-
rn~ntal rates of the sensory . s~~tems. and th~ diff~rential 
·developmental rate's 'of the sexes • 
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The ·vocalizations of the infant begin with cf'ying ·· 
sounds, and·, by the sixth week of life babbl~ng sounds have 
, . 
::..· ~~~ea~ed ~ (Lemie~er~, 1964: Lewis,- 1963) ': . ·_The_se b~~bling . 
sounds seem t~ emeJI'ge in voc~l play (~cCarthy, 1954} anP. are . 
. the - sounds from which the speech sounds of tne child are 
.... -
• .inoicied (Siegel,- 1969) • 
,., . 
<1' • - • 
Two processes are ass~ed to· be· 
responsible for the transition from· babbling to speech sounds: 
_. ._. • . ' I •• ~ ~ ' ' 
pl)onem~ expansion ~~d phonem-e ,'contraction. Phoneme expa~s-ion 
is con trailed by maturation, while phoneme coniracF-ion. is . 
• l -
· influenced by social interaction· with .individuals iri. a p.art-
, icular language culture (Thompson, 1962) • . kt the onset of ·.·. · 
the babbling per~od the infan-t p~oduces - a few sounds ahd as 
' I 
he matures physiologically, more and ·compl~x -sounds ens.ue 
I • ' • ~ 
(Reb~lsky, Starr and Luria, 1967) • · During the first. year of 
• t • • 
life t_he . ~n'fant produces altnost all conceivable sounds (~eve}:-, 
1961; Cohen, 1952-; Jespersen, 1952; Sanfo .. rd, 189,1; ·Tischler, 
195 7). :rhese sounds include .french vowels, t;rllls.; German· 
. ' 
umlaut, gutteral sounds, ·and many ,others whic_h . can only be 
· ;_descri~ed i~ ~hon~tic n;tation (o~good ; -- 1953) r. Hence, through 
the prbcess of phonem.e e,Xpansion th~ infant . deveiops an. 
• I • 
extensive repertoir~ of sounds, not al1 .of which form part 
; . l 
~f ~;s natu.r:al · language. ~h-:~:ough- the process of phonem~ 
con'hra.ction the· . inappropriate sound~ ar'e eliminated, while 
the s ounds of the child's · particular language culture · are 
"\refined and ~tr~ngthened· (Grego_i"re, . 19 33; Siegel·: 196~) • -
. -
· The i nfant. -vo_calizations become mor e like those of the ' adults 
. , 
_) 
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.. in . the - ih.faJt~'s environment (Irwin, 1948, · ~952}. 
0 ,. 
.. 
A learnj..ng the~ry · of sp~~ch development· proposed 
; , ~ • I • 
. . 
, 'u . . """ ~ . ' 
Mowrer '1952} and elaborated -by Staats (~962} posits . ~hat 
progr~ssion• ,from· babbling. sounds to speecl} sounds can be 
. . . 
-2. 
by 
thb 
. _acco.Unted . for by opera~t co~ditionipg prin~iples. , Inttially 
· the sounds .produced by the in,fant · are neutral._: But-~ tile sounds 
' . 
that occtir frequently ':1.~ ~ the sp~eqh of the pa7~nts, often ·' 
, 'wh~l~ th~ parents u are delivering positi v~ ~ reinf~rce.rs, become 
D 0 · . . 
positive conditioned ·reinforce(S ·for tqe infant • . ;·The vocal-
o 
. . 
izatl.ons of the infant, wh~ch &re: similar -to·· those of the 
., . 
. l 
p~rents, becbme ;-einfo~~ing through .generalization • . The; c ,loser . 
. . I - . \• ~.. , 
·the ~orr~spo~de~ between· the vocal~zat~ons of .. the· infant an4 
- « 
those of the parents, the 9'reater -is the reinforcemen'\: for "the 
- . ~ 
child . Other . vocalizat~ons, having no 'Parti,cular con.se_quen'?es, .. 
' ' I 
are deleted from the .infant's sounds repertoire '(Mowrer, 1.9.52) ~ 
- • t • 
.. , 
•.• • f , 
After 'a series of ·such differentiation~, the vocaliz-
ations of :the infant ·become more and-more like the syllables 
' . 
.: . ' I . 
that occur: 'in the adl,ll t ,, speech· of his natural language (Staats, 
1962). ·co~tinued differentiation . leads ·t,a the development of 
I 
. .., 1 .. 
the . first ' few language-appropriate spe~ch sounds. Gradually 
" .. 0 • 
the infant's vocalizations approximate word sounds, thereby ~ 
• • t J 
. .. ~ . 
increasing the opportunity · for direct reinforcement _of tli~se . 
vocaliza~ions by the parents (Staats, . ~968). . . \ 
Th~ lea.rning theory ~f speech development has generat:ed 
considerable research on the . operant conditioning of infant 
_v~calizati~ns. Th~· researc~ has been con·cerned .mainly with 
mariipulatidg .~he qua_ntity and q~ality pf the vocalizations of . 
infants 3- -months of age. Social reinforcement procedures 
( . 
, ., -
··' 
' I • • ~'I 
. 
I 
., . ·x) 
.. ,.· 
- . ;
c • :. ~ .. 
-. . 
I . 
!. · 
I 
. \ 
·3. 
(" . . . 
··' · hiwe been u~ed which are c'onsistent with the·· learning theory 
. . . 
. . . ' 
of speeclj development and which are conside.red. comparable to 
' '· . 
>, 
infant vocalizations · are 
• 1 
,. . 
Trie operant I conaitioning ' studies of Rheingold, Gewirt:z, 
.· and Ross . ·(1~59"~ 1 W~is~er~~\~~963) _and ,Rout~ { 1969) ·h~v,e · de~on~ 
· . strated t~a-e infant vocal~~'zatiqns are condi tionable w-ith · 
, ·social reinforcers administered contingent on the vocalizations.' 
tl · , r 
· The· fir.st · suc_h study 1 'by Rheingold, et a_l. . qgsg) , attempted 
" 
-to incr.~as.e tJw fre.~quency of voc'alizations of 3-month old ' 
insti,tuti.onalized infa~ts contingent on the 'soci~l response · 
.. 
;-C?f an. adult~ The·\ social - response .co~sisted ·of a b~oa<;} smile, 
· three 'tsk' sounds, . ·and a Ught touch of the infant ,·s abdomen, 
. . ' . . 
executed simultaneou~ly. Vocalizations. did increase. during 1 
conditioning and decreased during extinction. Although 'the · 
results implied that vocai conditioning .cuq. take place, -the 
' . 
: _experimenters 'did ~ot dismiss the poss·ibility that the social 
stimulation might have acted as a releaser of the infant vocal- " 
.. . 
... 
· i zations whether or not it had been contingent. 
Weisberg {1963) car.ri~d out a study of 3-month old 
.' in.stitutj,onalized ~ infants t~ investigate·· the social releaser 
. . . ' . 
alternative proposed by ~heingold, et· al •. {1959). Weisberg 
~se'd two types o~ ·stimulatiop; social and nonsocial. The 
~o~ial ·. stimul.U:s consisted of rubbing tpe .. infant' s . chin, a 
broad toqthy smile,. and an aspirated · ·yeah' • The nonsocial 
I 
.. . 
stimulus 'was ·a two-tone doorbel-l~ Weisberg used si'S experi:.... · 
·mental groups· . . Group I was the cont~ol ~or ~he preset~ ~ of ~; 
the Ope rant rate OE~ vocalizat{~ns w~s recorded by an ·unseen E . 
. ... 
. ... . 
i· -
r . , .. , ... 
. .. 
. . 
. 
c . 
.. . 
. ~ 
0 . 
. / "} 
; .<: 
,n 
'4. 
' ' 
Group. 2 ·was the ·control to .determine whether the mere presence 
~ .. ... • r • 
· -. . Q . ' . 
·of E was sufficient to elicit 1\rocalizations ;· ·E, visible but 
. -
inunobile and expressionless, re·corded the .,operant rate of the 
. , ; ' 
vocalizations . . The., other fo,ur groups ·. experienced · ~xperimental 
pr'?cedures with an i~obile and ex~ressionle~s ~ .pres?nt. 
0 ~ 
Groups 3. and 4· controlled for the p'o'ssibili ty that noncontirtgerit 
stimulation might elicit vocalizations. , Group 3 received non-
.contingent .social stimulation during the·experimen:tal period,. 
·' while · Grqup 4 received noncontingent nonsoC'ial st.tmulation. 
Group 5 received cont~ngent social s .timulation during ·the 
conditi·oning per'iod and Group 6 received' contingent nonsocial 
stimulation. vocal conditioning was · obtained in the ~contingent 
' 
.. I> 
social stimulation condition, but not in the continQent non-
• J' 
. social . stimulation condition. ~since significant increases. in 
vocalizations did ·not occur in the noncontingent stimulation 
"- 1 , 
conditions, the social rele;aser explanation was not supported. 
As the · social . r~lea.ser hyp.othesls.' would· preqict only 
. . ' 
a general ·increase of vocali'zations, the rese~rch of Routh 
. . . \ 
( 1969) on the,.. . conditioning of Noca.l response differenti<;rtion 
ended the speculation on the social releaser explanation . . 
Routh~ s · Ss were infants-· ranging from 2-months to 7-months 'of 
-,, I ' 
age. There were three experimental. groups.· One group was 
. ,..• . . _. -: . -.:-
reinforced for consonant sounds · only; the 'second group was 
reinforced for vowel sounds only, . ~n.d the third group wa's 
rein~orced for an¥ voca:iiz~tion· . The reinforcement was the · ·' 
·social response of Rheingold, · et al. 
I ' 
(1959). · All g~9ups 
;~t 
s.ignificantly increased the production of the appropriah-e 
. , . 
vocalizations from baseline to cori~i·tioning. .The results, 
;. 
( . 
I. 
:-
.... . 
. ,.f 
\ . . 
/-. 
.r 
·. 
•' 
. . . 
.( 
. ' 
' . 
')' 
I ~ •• 
,' 
' ' ~ 
·8J 
. ' 
.-. 
. \-
,. ... . 
. , 
. ···~~ 
·~-, 
s . 
·consistent with the' conditioning·the~ry_ of' ·speech acquisition, 
~ndicated that not onl¥ ca11: · the total rate of ·. ·infa~t vocal-
. izations be modi'fied, but ~lso the speci'f-ic qua-litative 
' ' ' 
components of the · ~~~a.lizations.·' 
. , 
· · . T_he pre~ious studies h~ve demonstrated that vocal.iz.:.. 
. . .: .. \' 
:atiOns can be Op«~rantly condi.~i.on.,d. Th~ present s_tudy,' ~owEi~er; 
is mainly concerned wit~; the stimulus properties of the. rein-
forcers . that can be used_ . in voca;I._ conditioning:· (a) the socl.al l:) 
and nonsocial. value of the · reinforcers, (b) · the stimulus pref~r- "-
ences . pf infants, (~) · ~he modality (visual and auditory) of 
the' reinforcers. The relevant discussed under 
· those headings. 
'• A. «Social and Nonsocial Rein-forcers 
As the pioneer worK. in .:rocal conai tioning used a social 
r!3sponse o~ 'an ac?-ult as the· reinforcer· (Rheingold, et al. -_19.59), 
· : . . 
the major :tty of vocal condi tion~ng studies have 
_. . -
social reinforcer or variations of . it~~ Several: 
used th.e sc:~e - ~ 
oper"'~n~. c~_ri- .. ~ 
~ 
. ditioning studies hav~ investigated the different components· of 
the .~social reinforcer (Banikiotes ,. , .Montgomery, -and Banikiotes, .,. 
4 ' 
1971 ~ Swartz_., Rosenberg, and Brackbill, 1970; Todd and Palmer, 
. forceinent was used which consisted of ' .tape :recordings of six 
ilf 
-speakers each reading statements sue~ 'as • nice ~y ' · , ',goo_d 
baby', 'what a good ·baby yo~-- itie'. , . 'there were two~pe 
. ,-
rec~rdings_ ~ one o f.-.1 female vo;Lces' and one of male . voices. · The 
·lJ~' ' . . 
·investigators found significantly more vocal:iz.ations during 
... 
' ' 
'· 
. : . · 
·. 
. \ ' 
. ~ 
,, 
'·' 
' '• 
I . 
' ,. 
1 . 
. . . 
n 
·~ 
,· 
. 6.- "( 
; ' 
condition~ng as :.&ompared to bas~line p~rioqs, · but no differ- · 
ences were found between male and female reinforcement 
Two studies designed· to ana-lyze auditory, visual and· 
. ' . (·· . , . 
tactile eo~ponents of the social respons~. of Rheingold, ~t al. ; 
(1959) were ~ompleted by · swa;:-tz, et . al. (_19JO) ~ T~e ~s .~ere. 
3-month. ··old· insti tutionali"ted ·in flints. ·· The a·udi tory reinforcer 
l . 
w~s. a' tape recording .of a f.~ma:le vo"li . .'c~ sayi;ng · 'nic~ baby'. : · 
.. 
... 
.. The visual reinforcer was E smilir.lg anQ. nodding. The tactile . 
... l • .. - ~ 
• \) 
G> 
rei~.forcer. wa·s t~e ,rubbing of the ··in'fant' s~men wit~' the · .. 
""""' • 4 l " • • • 
·palm ~f E' s ' nand." Experiment· 1 investigated the effectiveness'· 
- . . . 
. ... .............. 
of _the s'ingle compo"nents .of the s·ocial response. Experiment 2 
. . . 
.. 
investigated the effed:.iveness of · the different· combinations () ""'v - . . . • 6 . .. . 
, U • 1 ~ ' I ' 
·of the components of the social. response. . The results in-
• 0 
dicat.ed that no· one of· . the ~·einforcing. events in the_ two 
l .. . • . 
. . . . . ~ ' ' 
experime~ts was more. effectiye than any _ othe~. The · invest- · · . 
igator:s · conclu~e~ that· ... o~~~ ~einforcing event · i~ as· effectt'{.G 
as t~o and two rei.nforc.J'dg ~vent"s ·ar-e ~s · e£fect±ve .as. three. 
. ' ( .. () . ' 
Todd artd Palmer ·(],,96·8) carried out a study of 3-month · . · 
I . ' I ' ' • Ill. ~ • • ' ~ 
old iristitdtion~lized inf~nts to fi}'ld out t; what' e~tent . the 
human presenc~·. is ~ecessary j.ri the conditioni~g of in:fant . 
• I . 
. vocali~at.j.ons., The re~nforcer was a t. ape · recording Gif · a t"eniale · 
\' 
voice sayin~ 'hello ba,by', 'pretty baby:, 
' 0 • 
'nice baby' • . · For one ~· 
I C 
group· (the AP group)1 an expressionless. E 
I ' • •, -
.o_f the' crib throughout, co~ditioning. For the' se.cond· group 
... 
(t~NAP group) the~e . was l'l.o E" present \;hrou't1hout· ·condi~'ioqing, 
. ' . • . . JJ 
.. 
The results showed ·that the--vocalizations of :Qoth _ cjro~ps 
increC:sed ,.sig~~j:ic.antly •. C1uri~~ . conditi~ming', but, _tha~ ~~.· .~ · 
. _ - . 
.. "· 
. . 
' ' ' ... 
.. 
'• 
.. . 
. _ ... 
' ., 
. 
. . . . 
' . 
. '! . 
-' . 
. . . 
.: 
I 
·~ 
• 
. ......... 
.. 
.. , 
. ~ · 
. ' 
,-,, 
-/ . 
r . 
, . . 
. J . '·' 
g~oup demonstrated a 
NAP.·?group. Todd and 
. , 
T ,•; 
I . • ~ 
significa~ly higher increase.over the 
. " "' . 
"' Palmer concluded that while the adult 
.... 
. . 
presence is not necessary for the conditioning of infant 
7 •. 
vocaliza~ions, it does enhance the effectiveness of the human 
voice as a reinforcer. 
~he pr~vious studi~s have obtained vocal ·conditioning 
with social reinforcers. However, Berlyne (1966) has suggested 
that any ~timuli that . are effective in capturing S's attention 
. . 
can have reinforcing value in sui~able circumstances. In 
' ' 
addi tio~, Bijou and Baer ( 196_5) h~ve suggested that- c~ntrol of 
the enviro~ment. in i ts'elf. can be rewarding: for example, if 
an infant discoveri that his. responsep coritrol a . stimulus, 
. -
it is likely that he _wilL exercise "that "control. If these ' 
<$ 
assumptions are correct, n.onsocial stimuli should function 
effe~tively as reinforcers in the conditioning of vocalizations 
c ' 
provided they either capture the infant's attentiqn• or are 
. J:.- ,. 
c·ontrolled by ·him . 
. ~ 
One J:>f the above studies, Weisberg ~_.1963) , attempted 
to . condition' vocalizati~ns using . no~social reinforcement, a . 
~ 
two-tone doorbell: it- was found to be · ineffectiv~. It is 
. 
possible that the Ss in Weisberg' _s study d:.id not attend to the ' 
Qoorbell, the supposed reinforcer. Weisberg,, how~ver, d~d 
. mention tpat Ss oriented toward ·th~ bell during its ini t _ial • 
. :· 
' " 
• 0 
presentation, and ~e argued that ~twas ~nli~ely that the· bell 
was d~discrirninated. D 
\1 
Tomlinson-Keasey p.972) carried .out a recent' st:udy· 
....., ~ .. -
of 3-month old home-reared infants to determine whether or 
• 0 ' 
~ -
not vocal conditioning could .be . accomplished with. a nonsocia·l 
. .• 
' /, 
8. 
~einforcer. Discriminative stimuli were added to the operant 
conditioning paradigm. There were two experimental groups~ 
~ I • ' 
The· dis-criminative stimulus fo~ the first group was . a tape 
,,. . 
. ., . . . 
record~ng of the voice of ·a mother talking to an infant. The . 
discriminative stimulus for the second group was a tape re-
~ 
cording of SOOcps tone. The reinforcement which consisted ·' 
of a doorbell and a red light was given only when the discrim-
inative stimulus was on. A control group was.included to 
J • • 
provide data on the number of ~ocaiizations that could be 
expected to occur naturaLl-Y over the expe_J"imental period. The 
· resuits showed that the nonsocial reinforcement -increased the 
I K 
number of vocalizations for both experimental groupst and that 
one group did- not learn significantly more tnan the other 
I 
I '' ' 
group. Comparisons are limited becau~e there ~as a confounding 
stimulation component, but the nonsocial reinforcement did 
seem to function effectively in the conditioning of infant 
vocalizations: 
In summary, the majority of vocal conditionin~ studi~s 
·. have us\ed social ·rein'force.;rs. But, if any stimuli that can 
. , . . -
I ' ,' 
captu~e ~'s at~e~tion or over whichtS can exercise ~9ntrol 
· can function ~s · reinforcers, th~n, both social and .nonsocial 
\l> 
reinforcers should function effectively . in the ~onditioning 
of infant vocalizations. 
B. 'stimulus Preferences of Infants 
- ·, 
. i 
In vo~al :- co.ndi tioning studies .there is sometimes art 
unre~p'an·~ive ·_adult · present duri~g coridi tfoning using -both 
SOCial and nO~SOCial reinforcerS 1 and_ the~efore the :preferenCeS 
. \. 
of the infant for such added stimuli must be con~idered.· 
::' 
. ' . 
' ' 
, • : 
I . 
r' . 
.. ' 
-
. , 
· The research on .stimulus preferences of infarits has 
. . ,. 
9. 
repeatedly suggested that ipfants prefer stimuli with social 
valu~ over nonso~ial stim~li~ · 
Resea~ch, on au~itory stimuius is scant, yet there is' 
.. some indication that infants prefer ·social auditory stimuli . 
to noril?Cfcial auditory stimuli. Hutt, Hutt, Lenard, Bermuth_ 
. ~ 
. . . 
· and Muntjewereff·. (196.8) recording EMG, ~utonomic, and EEG 
' " . . 
responses of newborns found that patterned tones elicited more · 
. . . 
response than pure tones, · and that the most e~fective stimuli 
were those tones in the fundamental frequency of the human 
voLce. F~iedlander (1968) using a two~choice situation in 
. ' . . 
.- - -~ 
which £he .~pfant could ·.>~~lect the kind and am,ount of st.~mulation,. . J · 
found that .infants at the age of B~months preferred ~uman voices ~ 
r. • 
over~ a .variety of auditory stimuli, including sele~tion~ of . 
music. 
' . . 
. / . 
infants has been~ cbncerned with visual stimuii •. This research 
. . . 
T~e : bulk of 1the research on stim~lus preferences of 
'•· . 
has sho~n · ~hat infants prefer ·stimuli with social· ~alue (human 
.• : .. . 
faces .. or representations of human ·faces) to' P!itterned nonsocial 
' . 
stimuli (Fitzgerald:; · 196 8) • F~ntz . . {1958, · 1963, 1965) , Moffett 
• 
c' 
\ 
(1963), Stechler (1964), Lewis, K~g~n and Kalafat (1966), McCall 
. . 
and Kagan (1967), and Haaf and Bell {1967) have carried out 
Vi$ual preference . .studies with fixation time as their measu're 
of. preferenc~· and have confirmed;· th~s · pos.ition. The -findings . · 
of· Lewis, Meyers;, Kaga~ and Grossberg {1963), Kagan a~d Lewis· \· 
• • p l . ·' • -
. ' . . 
(1965) . a~d ·Kagan., · Henkin;'. Hen-,tov, ·Levine_ ·a:r:td Lewis (1.966) _also 
~· 
. ' 
.have- supported th~ preference· fo~ social stimuii. Cardiac 
· ~ c • • 
deceleration and visual fixa~ion time were t]le indices of 
I . 
I . 
' ' 
I ( • · .-
u" · .. . ... ' 
~ . 1: . ! 
'· ~ : ~. ' : - ' 
. ' ~· ~ : ' I . . ·. ~ ' 
. I 
------· ·-·----
0 
I I 
10, . 
. ~· --
_pre~erence i~ these. studies. Fitzgerald (1968) provided 
. . 
further support for ±he preference £or stimuli' with social 
' . 
· value. Pupillary . ~fiation ~as hi~ measure of .visual preference • 
. The infants studied in t~ese experiments ranged in· age from 
neonates to 12-months •. There appeared to .· be no differences 
• t 
. . 
~n preference across ages. 
f 
~·. . ~ ' . -.~ 
· ;-.::·f.or this preference for·.· social ·stimuli by infants. 
There are a number of explanations in the literature 
. • J 
"" . 
Stechler 
' . 
. •, 
(1964) _has suggested that inf~nt preference for social stimuli 
can be explained by a preference for complexity. Haaf and Bell 
·. (1967), however, have found that complexity cannot account for 
. . . 
. ~ 
the response to the human face. Haaf and Bell, · in an exper;iment 
with 4-mont~ old infarits, vari~d stimuius ·complexity and re-
. ' . } 
semblance to .the human face independently~ Their results were 
ordered with degree of .fa'ceness only. ~ -The· s~dy of KC:gan, 
Henkin, Hen-tov, -Levine and· Lewis (1966), using 4-month old 
infantS 1 . ~Olln~ :tha,.:t fixatiOnS tO the regular·_and rearr?~g~~~ 
. I 
'fa.ces were equ.iva,lent, but that' 
.~. 
,. 
cardiac deceleration ~as sig-
.. . f;~ 
,5 ~~) ~ificantly more' frequent to the regular face than to the ~ \ , 
.. 
·rearranged· face. Tpis offers additional'support against a 
- . ' 
....... 
complex·i ty · explanation. McCall an~ Kagan {1967a) have sugges~~d· 
that the human face cannot be scaled on the physical dimensions 
- tl • • • • -
' that are appropriate to geometric designs to which -it is :. 
compared. They have declared that the face has ~~aning and ·. 
·therefore greater power .to attra~t attention of · i_nfimts than 
. 
ge~metric de~igns. Moffett (1963) has proposed that the face 
is genuinely ~ore, in~eresting than geometric designs because ·· 
·of innate preference - or · le~rned associations. 
. . . ·~ . 
-~ 
· : 
' ' 
·' 
--- . 
. .... : . 
, 
u 
\ \ 
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~Lewis ·(1965) has offered' an explanation of, infant 
. ' 
preference for social stimuli. 
.... . 
He has claimed . that the infant 
develOP?. a schema of .an. object as he · has : ~epeated :exp,erienc~ 
. r 
with . ~he obj~ct. ~he fade . is an_obj~ct that occu~s freque~tly, 
. 
therefore, a :face schema develops in the first year of life.· 
. ~ ~ . . 
Lewis predicts that the amount of. attention given to a stimulus · 
depends on how closely th'e stimulus resembles th_e · objec·t on 
. . . 
which the ·schema is developed. :Whe·n the. face schema is 
developin~durlng the .first six months of life, stimuli that 
.are good· representations of the face are · ~aximally attractive. 
. . 
Gewirtz (196l) , has claimed that since the fac~ almost 
invariably accornpani~s the dispensing of attention, ·affection, 
. a~rl approval, · t~e face and its variations become conditioned 
rein~orcers for the infant. ~' But the J face is not the only 
·SOCial stimulus with reinforcing propert~S, each of the 
• I 
cornpori'ents of the social response of Rheingold, .-et al. (1959) 
has been. fC?unc} ·t ·o be an effective reinforcer (Swartz, et ~1. 
-(. ' . • I 
1970) . • · . Miller and Dollard (19'41) have sug'gested that the -human 
f I 
adult becomes a conGitioned reinforcer for . the infant because 
. . 
of his associat~on with the caretaking of the. infant • . There-:-
o I 
. 
fore,· ·the ~~_fant comes to prefer . a11· stimuli with'• soqial value.·· 
As· social stimuli.a~e highly preferred by infants, 
. ., . t.', ~ 
thei~ .. presence during ~_onditioning mar influence .the effectiv:e-
~ess of both the social and nonsocial reinforcers. 
I • 
. 
The 'pnes'erice of s~cial stimuli may enhance the 
. . 
effectiveness of social reinforcer,s. Todd and -Palmer (196B) 
l - • 
have 'found that adult presence i ncieased . the e f fectiveness·of 
' • • n • 
the · human voic,e as a reinforcer~ 
I ' I ·. 
. ' 
. ' 
' ~ • J ,'t ' ' ; " • ' I ' ~ · I 
J , \ • 
... 
... 
.. 
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" 
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'• 
.. 
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,. 
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The, presence of social stimuli may also influen~e 
' 
the effectiveness of nonsocial reinforcers. The human presence 
may set up competition with ' t.he nonsocial stimuli. and interfere' 
.-
with their effectiveness as reinforcers. In Weisberg's study 
' . (1963) a~ unresponsive adult was p.resent throughout unsuccessful 
conditioning· . periods with the. nonsocial reinforcer - the tJ~-
tone doorbell. It is likely ~at . the Ss in .Weisberg's study 
"' . ' - . 
wc;uld have attended primarily to the social stimUl~s (the 
~ ' . . . ' . 
adult). Although the .§_s orient~d to .t~e ii'dtia:l pr~sentation 
. 
' ' 
o'f the doorbell, the pre'sence of the highly salient social 
Q I 
stimulus almost certainly distracted ·the attention of the 
infant from the doorbell. However, nonso_cial stimuli that 
•, 
'1 
- ~re highly effective in eliciting in~ant attention should be 
. ' 
able to maintain reinforcer effectiveness un9er conditions 
.... . 
where social stimuli are available. · 
{ !"ewis and KagO.n ( 19 6 5) hav.e~ foil nil , several nons~·cial 
stimuli which ·seem to. be highly effective, in eliciting and main-
tai,ning infant attentio~. Lewis and' Kagan studi'ed the attention ·· 
of 6-month ·old infants t:o two sets of ·visual stimuli. ·One 
episode of vis.ual · stimuli consisted of a · film sequence ·of six 
chromatic ~tetns: (1) a mal.e face; . ~2) ~ ~emale face, (3) a b;I.ack 
.. 
and white bull's eye, (4) a black and 'wfiite . checkerboard, (5) a ·. 
nursing bottl'e, and ( 6) a· panda bear. As expected 1 the response 
. ·measure of fixation was significantly greater for the faces as 
compared to the other items.. The. second episo"de ·of visual· stim1-1li 
. 
cons'isted of three patterns of blinkin~ lights:. (1) a single 
blinking l i ght movi ng. across a horizont al f i e l d, · (2) a· singl e 
, • w I) • 
· blinki ng ·light . in .the cente r of the fie ld, ( {3) ·a J liz:tking light · t hat . 
. . 
: 
.'• 
' ' . 
• I 
' .' 
\ ,• 
. \ 
~ I. 
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I . 
described a . square helix. For the pat1;'.erns. :ther;e wer·e no . 
0 
real differences in fixation time, although the fixation time 
·was. greatest to the square helix. Within the . study no com-· 
parison· was made between .the two sets· of stimuli. .The graphs, 
depicting mean fixation time as a function · of trial .. and stimulus 
for the two episodes, demonstrated that the mean fixation times 
for. the light episodes were roughly 'equal to the mean fixation" 
times .for the . faces (the most preferred items in the . film . 
sequence) • It seems likely that· the relatively complex light ' 
.,. 
e~~sode~ afe .as effective ·as social stimuli in eliciting 
infant attentio~, and consequently may function· as effective " . 
reinforcer~ under .conditions where social stimuli are~ present. 
:.-Similarly, ~ complex doorbel+ may also be highly · · 
I effec;:ti,ve in eliciting infarit attention and may be an effective 
• <;:"' 
. reinforc'er. The two-tone doorbell used by Weisberg (1~63) 
did not \>r~ve to b_e an effec-t:-iv~ reinforcer, although Weisberg 
. . 
cla:i,.med that the ~s did ' at~end to it. · A. complex doorbell 
.. sound., · however, such as six tones . comprising a pleasant melody, 
1 
may be an effec'tive reinforcer under conditions where social 
' . . . .... 
stimuli are available. 
In sunimary; .although soci·al stimuli are preferred by 
infants, nonsociai stimu~~ that ~~e highly eff ective in ·~licitihg 
,.. 
infant atten~ion _should function effective~y as reinforcers -
even when social stimuli: are available.· 
•, 
'-
·. 
. . .. 
c. Modality 
M~dality is a · property of reinforcers that is , rel~ted . . _.: 
' .. 
to their effectiveness and so must be con~idered • . In gene.ral, . 
. . . 
. ,, 
research on 9per-ant · condit~oning in, infants 'has suggested that 
. , . ~ 
. , ...---
~··' 
----- . . . . 
,. 
. . ' . 
•I:' , . · j . 
·. 
.. 
~ . . .. . •' .- . ~ ' . 
•. 
~·. -
. 
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·visUal reinforce~s are more . etfective than auditory reinforqers. 
. . . 
On the social dfmension Swartz, e't al, 
. .. (1970) have . 
' ' . ,-
found no differences between visual · and audi t;orY: reinforcers·. 
' I ' 
Todd and Palmer •(1968) ·, hO\'Tever, fo.und that a visual .cue 
0 
~nhan~ed the effectivene~s o~ the . au~itory reinforcer. 
. d'" 
·'t On the nonsocial aimension ~pe data suggest that 
I 
visual 
. . 
.. . ' . 
reinforcers are more effective than -auditory reinfo~cers. 
Visual reinforcers ~~ve been effective with iritants .~ri the 
conditioning.?£ non-nutr~tiye . sucking (Siquelahd and Deluci~, 
. I 
. . 1969), in the ·conditioning of head-turning (Caron, 1967; 
.Levinson and Levinson, 1967), and in the conditioning of 
manipu.lative responses (Lipsitt, l963) • .. While thefe is some 
' 
evidence that quditory reinforcer~ can be e~fective, the . 
"' . . . 
\ ' ' 
evidence is quite limited and is not as. well-documented~ as it 
t ' ' • • ,.J 
is . ~or <visual r,einforcers. Only .. on~· study l:las obtaipe~:· operant.· 
.. .. . . . ~ . 
. con.di tioning i_n infants uosing auditory re~nforcers. ·Watson 
(1966) obtaine~- conditioni~g of eye mov~men.ts. us.ing a 'to.ne 
~s . the-reinforcer. Weisberg (1963) obtained .no 'vocal conditioning 
' . ' 
usin~ . the .doorbell as _the r :einforcei. ·· Smith arid Smith (19d~ .. 
obtained no conditioning of·l pan~lJ-touching fn 'infants using 
• . ' '1 • 
nursery song recordings as the reinforcer. As voc~l conditioning 
, . - .~ 
would be expected ' to follow the same rules as other . forms of 
.. I , . 
operant conditioni~gr then vi~ual reinforc~rs should be more 
effectiv~ than auditory reinforcers in the conditioning-of 
• .J' • • • • 'e~ •. 
. . 
infant· vocalizations. \ . . . 
For t~e purposes of this exper~ment social reinforpers 
' . 
in the visual and auditory .modalities have been -clearly -defined · 
. . .· . . ' . , 
··. . . 
by previous research. However, nonso~ial reinforcers in ,the 
. · 
.. . 
·• 
... 
- . 
I . . 
& ' 
' ·. 
. . 
.., 
.. 
·• r 
,• 
1 ' 
I . 
• ' 
1[, 
.. . 
·-
• -:=::- l ~ 
.... -·  
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visual and. auditory ldalities · appropriate for this experiment 
are . na.t as obvious ·. The nonsocial reinforcers for this 
experiment ·must be stimuli to which infants are highly · attehtiye ' 
--if·' they are to maintain. their eff~ctivene~s. in ·'the presence 
. . 
of social stim~li. ~n the visual. modality the ~tudy of Lewi~ 
,r · 
and Kagan (1965) has _revealed a · no~·social stimulu? -~e 
flashin.~ light episode - that may be an appropriat~ visual 
reinforcer £or this study. In the oaudi tory· modal'ity_ there are 
., ' 
.... - no data available to suggest an appropriate reinforcer. A 
' . ' 
complex doorbell sound might be ap auditory stimulus to which 
. . 
infants would be highly attentive an_d therefore may be an. 
appropriate reinforcer: for this experiment. 
Q ~ . 
Ori ' the basis o~ the above r~search · and discussion the 
I ' 
main hypothes_is of t.his · study was that both social and non-
1 
social s~imul_i would be effective · reinforcers . i_n the co'ndi-tloning 
'.';) 
Of infant VOCalizat.iOnS 0 Dit WaS . a~SO p'redicted: (a) that the I 
, 
r 
presence of a social- stimulus (an . adult) would ··influence the 
effectiveness of both the .social and nonsocial reinforcers, 
· an~ · (b)' . that -•visual re-inforcers would be more effective .than 
··auditory reinforcers in .the dondition~ng of infant vocalizations. 
' 
' · 
in addition, the ~ypothesr w_as t~sted _that; female . 
a h~gher ·conditioning rat~ than ma~e infan~s·. · · : · ' ' ·· infants would obtain 
' . 
· Although sex -differences: have been ignored, or on analysis have 
' 
'proven not ·significant by and large i n psychological ' studies' of 
. "' . . ' .. 
. . 
conditioning, the · data on matura.tion and' l a ter language develop-
ment· indicates that th~s variable mi,g~t · contri bute to ,differences 
- "' ' . ' .. .. . . .. 
~n· vo.caliza tion . conditioning. 
·an the following. 
. . 
·rrhis · final ". l)ypoth~sis ··is base d 
. ' 
,. 
. ., 
. ' 
. ' 
, .
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Physiologically, females mature faster than males and 
as certain aspects .of development cannot occur until the relevant 
l 
'physical structures .are complete, females' may develop some abilities 
I ' 
earl~er than mal~s: At birth the cortical structures relevant to 
• 
speech· are not fully :formed · and as speech mu~t wait until they are, 
females may be expected to talk sooner than males {Maccoby, 1966). 
)) . 
Oetsel (In Nash, 1970) has . reviewed. 23 studies which have demon-
' ' 
strated that females are significantly ahead. of males in languaqe 
-development and 'in verbal fluency at an early age. Gatewood and 
Weiss·: (1930) have reported a greater frequen.cy . f vocalizations among 
females as early as ~he neonatal period. (1967) has studied 
infant behavior at 3 weeks 
"' the females vocalized at a hi·gher rate th 
at both ages 
~ales, although the 
diffe:rences were not significant. Moore. (1967) completed- a long-
"7 
·. ... . . . ·: , .,· 
itudl.nal. study of ~nguage·~ dev:elopmen:t in males1 and females f_;om 
. . . . . . 
-6 months to B years of age • . He found, 'that at -the early age of 6 
months the females showed verbal superiority over. the males. Kimura 
. . . 
(1963)., in a study of · speech l~teral~za~ion in youn<l ~hildren·; found . . 
that ~oys lag behind girls in the development of speech perception. 
Theiefore, it there are sex differences ·in the conditioning of 
-
ipfant vocalizations they would have · to be in favour ' of the females. 
METHOD-
. ' Experimehtal Design: 
The. variables investigated in this stu4y were: 
. . , 
.(1) social and nonsocial_ rein~9J;cement: · (S ·and ~s) 
' . 
: (2) auditory., and visual · reinforcement (A and V) • 
. •. 
· (3) no E and : ~ present'· (~ and E) 
"' ·. 
.( 4) males and females (M ·and Fl · ' 
0 I ' ' 
~ 
. fl. 
'The ·de.sign was as . follows: 
• • •!\1 
. 
. . 
. . 
.. 
·-
' 
.. / 
I • 
~. J . 
- .. ") ·, . 
/. 
·, 
. . . ~ 
, ·. 
. o 
/ . 
, . 
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TABLE -1 i . 
Experimental Design 
'l . • 
' 
SOCIAL REINFORCEMENT NONSOCIAL 
r 
REINFORCEMENT 
. 
Auditory, - Visual Auditory Visual· 
. I 
" No E E No E E .. No E E No E E-
M F M F M F M F . M F M F M ' F M F 
I Group 0 . 
. 
. 
SAN SAE SVN SVE ,I • I :0 NsAN NsAE NsVN NsVE 
0 .:~ '·, . .' . 
,, 
Groups SAN and SAE received social auditory reinforce-
ment whiqh consisted of a recording of a female voice saying · 
'that's. a niee baby'. ~Group~ SVN ·and SVE . received social v~sual. 
reinfo'rcement. For Group SVN the social visual reinforcement 
. . . . . " . 
. . 
wa·s a · 3-second chromatic film sequence of E smiling and nodding. 
For Group SVE the social visual r~~cem~nt was ! . ;milin9 
and nodding for ~~proximately 3 seconds. · ·~-
• 
. Groups NsAN and NsAE received nonsocial auaitory rein-
forcement which consisted of a recording of a six~tone doorbel l . 
... -
Groups NsVN and NsVE received nonsocial reinforcement which 
•· 
J 
was a ~linking· light matri~f~hich described a sqpare helix 
. . ' " . for approximateYy 6 seconds. 
For the Ss in Groups sM;I., SVN, NsAN .,. NsVN no E was· 
present thr.oughou t t'he experiment. · .F. or the ~s i:fl · Groups ~AE, 
~~;}. , 
. S:vE,. NsAE, NsVE the ! was present throughout the experiment 
.. ' 
and was seated 18 inches· from _the infant seat. 
i , 
. I 
• r 
. ' 
. ......... '' 
. . . 
• r • ',.' ~ -.. 
' 1 • • • 
o, 
.. 
' · 
.. .;., .. 
. ,·. 
' . ' 
! • 
·) 
. . Groups SAN and SVN, in c~mparison. to ,,Groups NsAN and 
.N~, were designed to assess the reinforcer effectiveness of ·· 
-t. ' ' ~ · ' \ 
'the:.~social a·nd nonsocial stimuli irt two modalities·.. Groups 
; ., ""'\>- . • a 
~ . 
SAE and ·svE were included to determin~ · i~ .the presence of ! 
·•. 
would enhance the effe.~tiveness . of the social reinforcers. ~ .,. 
' ~ 
Groups NsAE ana NsVE were included to. determine :i,.f the 'presende 
I . 
• t: ~ , 
of E would interfere with the · effectiveness of the nonsocial ·· 
.reinforcers. 
Subjects: · 
.. 
The Ss were home~reared 'infants Who had been solicited 
through the Child Welfa~e Clinic in Sti John's. The' C~ild 
. . 
Welfare Clinic ~s a health care. organization patronized by 
. . . 
families from all socio-economic levels in the St. John's 
. . 
. . 
area. The Ss were selected on the basis of good hea~th and 
.. . ' 
age. All ~s we~e b~twe)n · the ages , of 75 and, 118 day~. Thirty~ 
{our' §_s had to be excluded from n the study ·because of excessive 
crying and fussi~g. One infant had to be excluded from ·the 
e~periment beqau~h~ tell asleep. Relatively equai numbers 
of males and females were excluded from the ,experiment'_. 
'o Forty-eight ~s were included in the study. Six Ss 
,; 
were randomly assigned to the experimental groups with 3 males 
~ 
. 
and 3 females in each ~r~up~ 
Apparatus: 
., 
The experiment was conducted in a room at the. Child 
q • I • 
Welfare Clinic. The Ss ~ere ~ested ip an or~inary plastic . 
,'i' • 
infant reclining seat. 
·, . 
. ... .. 
. . . 
. . . ' 
.. 
I • ' 
:i 
' i. 
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A_ four-channel Rustrak even~ recorder was used to 
r.ecord the occu:rrenc·e of responses and of reinforc~ment .' 
ou·ring the exper'i!flental_ sessions o (the observer) aqd E- each 
.. 
he~¢1 , panels containing ·two buttf-ons wired to" two cha~nel~/-.'? .~ 
, . 
the event recorder. 
A Tandberg tape recorder was used to ~liver the 
~ / . 
·auditory r~inforcement. ~he inte~sity level was held constant 
,for a~ the, aud·i _tory stim~lation. ' · The speaker was placed lB. 
inches 'from the in.fant seat. One visual stimulus· was a · light 
matrix which consisted of a plywood pan-el contain-ing s{x rows 
. ~ 
., of six lights each forming . a 6x6 matri~. The ligpt matrix · 
. 
described·a · square helix. The matrix was placed 18 inches 
.. . ' 
from the ~nfant seat .and the light ener_gy rea·ching the infa:r:1t 
was apprpximately 2 foot-candles • . A second visual stimulus 
' I 
consisted of an Bnun chromatic · f~m seq_uence presented via a 
.,Kodak movie'J>rojector: The film sequence was projected onto 
white careboard / ~ . 
} 
placed .18 · inches · fro~ the infant oseat. 
Procedure: 
. . ) .. 
There was one ~.expe~imental session .w~h was limited . 
to 1,3 minutes. In other investigations longer sessions have 
been used. ~o recent_ studies, however, Banikiotes, e~ .. al'\ 
,.(1971) . and Ramey an~ O:urth . (1970) used experime1;1tal sessions 
. i . 
. of 12 minutes and g:· minut~s . respectively~ ·and· demonstrated 
that changes in . i~fant vocalization ·rates can be · effected in 
J h· 
short ·periods of ti~e. 
E~ch 2. was pl~ced. ip the. infant . seat by_ 'his , mother : and. 
the experimental session oegan after jo seconds.. The experi- . 
mental , session consisted of three periodsi one ba~eline· period 
. . . 
.. 
. ' 
. 
.. 
.. 
1 - ' 
. ' 
.. 
~ . 
•. 
. ,. 
•. 
Q 
....... , \) \ 
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a:p.d two· >condit:j.oning periods. It had oeen planned to have - . 
' . ' 
I 
J • 
an extinction pe,riod, but after eight unsuc~essful..attempts,. 
to detain infants for extinction,. it was deleted from ·the 
. 6 . 
. ; 
~ ' 
experiment. Longer baseline and conditioning per~6ds ~ad 
a~so been pl~ned. However, prelimina~y work ind~cated,th~t 
it was practically impossible to mainta'in i nfant attention .... ~· 
. -
" ' 
for much longer than 3 minutes at a time. 
I The _b~seline ~eriod <consisted·of 3 minutes ' during 
"'> I 
) . 
which ·the oper~nt vocalizatio~ rate of the s was recorded ~y · 
<t .· \ . • . ;-
0 and!· · . A vocali~ation w~s defined as a discrete, ·voiced 
" 
sound produced by .§_, excludingi coughing, squeaking, snorti ng , . 
and- sounds ·of protest·, .fusses and. cr:h~s (Rhe.ingold, et al •. .. 
' • 0 ' .., 
_Th~re was a 2-minute rest~ .irl,terval following the .. baseline . 
,• .. ' 
period 
. ' • :. 0 • Ill • 
dur.ing · which the infant was returned to· his mother .• ,., 
The .con9itioning· p,rocedure -consisted ot· two 3-minut,e . 
' 
periods during which the appropriate' reinforcemen't was presen~d 
' • " • • 0 
• 0 • 
11 immediately after .§. vocali~ed .. 0 determined i~ - the .reinforce- · 
~ ' 
ment was to be _presented·. The .§. was reinf~rced f~ e~ery · . · 
·vocalizatic;m emit~ed duri~g . the conditioning 'f?eriqds. -Th~re . 
t)
1 
I • 
was a 2-minute rest i~tervai between.~he two conditioning 
per i ods ~uring which 'the infant was ·returned to his mother. · 
Prior ' to 'the experiment , 0 ~nd E, .had practis~~ to 
obtain a high rate of agreement on the infant vocal'izations. 
<> 
ro·r ~he £'>~xperiment . the ·agreemen:)::.. between o ·and E on the. nlllnQe_r 
. ' . 
of- vocalizations prod~ced by Ss was high. The overa~l agreement 
• _ lf~\1 :; • - '0, 
for 0 a\~ E was 93%, while · the agreement for the. indi vid-ual .. -· 
- - ' . . 
78% to· 100%. The uni t · ·of measure used in 
--. ......... ~~- ' ~ 
the statistical_ analysis~· wa s an· ·a.ve'rage of ' the numbe r of vocal-
., , } • • ~·'" :\ .,.· ......_ r ' ' 
0 tl • • • ' • 
., 
' u • O 
. ' 
I, • 
·' 
.. 
,. 
. . ,
. ' 
_) 
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' 
'--:· 
iza~ions reco:ded ~y 0 and ·~ per m~nute • 
. 
.fJ, RESULTS 
. ~ 
The unit of ·statistical analysis was the mean number 
' ' 
d of vocalizations 1per min~te·. Group · variances were homogeneous 
. ' . ( 
_ (Fmax=l9 .14, p>. O's ,, df=S>)~ determined· by Hartley 1 s test for 
. - . r . 
homoge~eity of variance (Edwards, 196o> • 
0 • " J 
The·voca~ization rates for t~e ' baseline and conditiq~i~g 
~ "'I ' \. () ' b 
for all · ~Xpfilr,imental groups are presented in T,able 2. . Tlfe 
overall vocalization rates increased for baseline to .conditioning, . 
... 
0 • 
."\ 
dempnstra·ti~ ~hat; teondi tioning occurr~d (p<. 01) (Table 3 ) .. 
. ,. .. 
A N'~wman'-t<euls mean compa:r.is'on test· applied to th~ 'baseline 
• . n 
and conditim:\·ing ,rates for .soc.ial and nonsoci~l reinforcement 
' 
conditions revealed that the vocali~ation · r~tes increased · 
0 • 
. c ' 
s1gnificantly from baseline to conditioning for both the social 
' 
,:;. . 
reinfor~ement conditions (q=l0.48 ~ p<.OS1 df=4/30 and the 
~ ' .;: 
nonsocial reinforcement conditions (q=l2.00, . p<.OS, df~3/30). 
- . ·, ~ 
. . 
.How,ever·, as ·the baseline rates of individual Ss· 
~ ) - t • • • • • -
i '• • ' I 
varied considerably it was. decided that ·the mean difference 
I 
I . . 
scores ' would be the:. appropriat~ ~ statistical• unit for · fur~her 
. . 
~ , analysis of the . dat~~ Th~ rmean ~iffere~~e·score . is the mean 
vocalization rat~ · for conditioning minus ·the mean vocalization 
rate for bas~l~ne. The analysis·of variance on the mean 
. . 
difference scores is presented in Table 4. There were no· 
. . . . . . .... : . 
s_ignificant main ° effects for social(no'Plsocial conditions . 
(p>.20) ·or_fo.r No !/E :·present. conditions tp>.20) ~ There -: was 
also no signif icant· intera<2tion for No YE pres~nt ~ soci.al/ 
.r 
! c 
'" 0 
" 
.. 
. .
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\ 
TABLE 2 
' 
. Mean Vocalization ' Rates during Baseline and Conditioning .for 
.. 
al,l Experimental Groups 
;:5 
[ . 7 
... ·.::..r····' r . Mean Mean ~ 
I Group Baseline Rate Conditioning Ra.te 
11 
... 
. 
SAN Male 2.43 ;J. 1.77 
' Female . 0. 89 ) 1:30 
SAE ,, Male · 0.89 1. 22 
Female' 0.33 , b 1. 44. , 
' 
SVN Male 1.13 2.00 
Female 1.54 ' 2.06 
SVE, ~ale 1. 86 2.66 
' . 
Female 0.94 -!o 1.53 
NsAN Male 1.22 ' 0. 54 
Female 1.44 1. 90 
NsAE · Male I 1.53 1.62 ,, 
Fern~ 0.89 . 1. 83 ,. 
' 
NsVN ~Male 0. 33 ' . . q. 1:3s 
I Female 0 ~ 44 · 1.22 
NsVE Male l.J..2 1. 32. 
,,. 
I. Female 1. 44 1.90 
..._.,. . 
'} .. 
• 
• I 
' 
" I 
,' . 
1' 
.JJ •• • 
.;.:. 
. .r-~~-· 
-~ -· I ·~ : . j : . _.J>_...-"' 
i -- -
' 
- ___ , ___ 
. . 
.;. 
' - - '. 
. I' 
II 23. TABLE 3 
Analys~s of Varianc.e on 'vocalizati_on Rates for Baseline and 
Conditioning 
Source of su.m of Mean 
Variance .r Squar.es d;f Square F 
Social/Nonsociaf . (A) 1.492 1 1.492 1. 05 
'I 
Auditory/Visual (B) ' . 0.261 1· 0. 261. <1 
No E/~ ... present ( c!i) 0.069 1· 0.069 <1 
Sex (~) 0.361 f • 0.361 <1 .. .. ' 
A X B 2.764 1 2.764 1. 95 
A X c . 2.724 1 2.724 1.92 
\ 
A: X D 3.319 1 · 3.319 2:34 
I I -
·B Jt c . 1. 812 1 1. 812 1. 28 
B X D 0.020 1 0.020 <1 · 
c'x D o·. 344 1 0.344 <1 
I . /i A X B X c 0.129 1 0.128 
A X B X D .0 .109 1 0.109 <1 
A X C·X D ' q. 062 1 0. 062. <1 
B. XC X D. 0.134 1 0.134 <1 
A ·x B X c X D 4. 8,91 1 4.891 ·3.46 -. 
·Error (between) 45.266 
Baseline/Conditioning· (E) 4.882 1 4. 882 13.03* 
A X E 0.038 1 0. 038 <1 · . . ·. 
B X E 0.978 ·,1 - 0. 978 '·2.61 ~ 
c X E 
. . 0.289 1 0. 289 <1 .. . 
. . 
D X E 
.. 
1~073 1 /1 .073 ;2 .·86 
"' 
A X B ·X .E ' I , 0.015 1 0. 015 . <r 
-A X c x .E b.276 -1 0.276 <1- . 
. : Ax D X E 0.037 '1 0. 037 .<i 
B X c X E 1.;532 1 1. 532 4.'09 
. i: 839 ~ B X· D X E ·1.839 1 4. 91*'* 
c X D X .E - ·o. 089 . . 1 0.088 <1 
A x · B ,X c X E .o. 049 . 1 0.049 <1 
\ .. 
A X B X D x· E 0.005 1 0.'005 <1' 
·J! : 
' 
/ · A XC X D X E 0.015 1 0.015 <1 
BxCx-D .xE 
. 
o , 14s · 1 .. 0·.145 <1 0 
/ 
, ..... 
A X B X c X D x ·E 0.010 1 0 ._010 <1 
.Error (within) 11.992 32 0.374 
Total ss 57 .·· 258 
*p<,. 01 
' **p<.~S . -r . ·_/ , • 1 .. '. ·, . .· . ..-·· .. . ' 
~ · 
' ' . ... 
24. ·t } '\,. 
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TABLE 4 <• 
I 
"' 
. ' 
. Analysis of Variance on Difference Scores 
" 
.,i 
. " 
' Source of Sqm of Mean 
Variance Squares df_ Sqpare F 
I 
' -Social/Nonsocial (A) 0.123 .. 1 ' 0.123 <1 
Auditory/Visual (BJ 2.163 1 2-.163 ' 2.92* 
I "\ 
No E/E Present (C) 
- ..... 
0.694 1 0. 694 <1 
'· 
. 
· . 
. Sex (D) - 2.363' 1 ~.363 3 . "20* 
A X B o. oo·o , 1 .o. o·o.o <l 
· " 
' 
A X C . 0. 665 1 0.665 <1 
A X D 0. 04,6 ' 1 0.0~0 ·<1 
B X C 2. 818 
"' 
1 ' 2,818 3.80 
/ 
' B D I 3.408 i . 3·. 408 4.60** X 
c X D .. .0. 013 1 0. 013 . <1 
A X B X c 0.150 1 0.150 <1 
I 
A x ·B X D 0.001 •) 1 o. 001 <1 
e 
A 'x c X p; 0.009 1 ~ ..o~009 <1 
"' B XC X D .l- 0.373 1 0.373 <1 
A X B X c X D 0.005 1 0.005 <1. 
·Error (within) 23.7084 32 0.741 . . .. .. 
' ~ fi<. OS .(one-tailed . test) . : 
' \1, . 
p<.OS . (two-~ailed test) 
. ' 
.. 
... 
' • . ' 
. .. 
1- ' 
. 
' 
' . 
. ' . 
• ... !_ 
.. 
..... 
.. 
'' .. .. ~ . . , · ,' 
' ; •, 
, 
' 
; 
. · . . 
• I .. , 
I I 
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o. , 
nonsocial · conditions (p>.lO). The analysis of varianca 
revealed significant effects for modality (p<.OS on a one-
o, 
tailed test) , sex (p<. O·S on a one-tailed test) and the modality (:.. 
\ 
x sex interaction (p<.OSJ. · The modality x No E/E present · 
·.interactioh came very close to attaining signific.ance {p<. 08) • 
I 
Although t~e analysis indicates significant . _ statistic~l 
' ·~ , . 
main effects for modality and sex, 'these findings '· are qualified 
by . ~he significan~ moqality x sex in~eraction (Fig~re 1). 
· Inspection of Figure 1 indicates that both the rnodali ty and . 
• " t t 
·the sex main effects ·are attributable to the significant 
. 9 modali·ty x sex interaction. · A Newrnan-Keuls mean comparison 
I ' 
'· test 'applied~~ the fourogroups of the modality x sex interaction 
demonstrated that the mean di-fference scores for the ·males 
' 
· urider auditory reinforcement conditions were significantly 
lower than the mean difference scores for · females under 
auditory reinforcement conditions (q=ll.52, ~<-~5, df=2/30); 
for males under v~sual reinforcement conditi~ns (q=~0.44J p<.OS, 
0 0 • '\ .0 
~f=3/30) ; for females under visual reinforcement conditions ~ 
tq=ll. 76, p<. 05", df=4/30); and no other differences were ~ 
significant. 
I 
The mod~lity x No YE present ·interaction which was 
approaching significance is ··pres·ented in. Figure 2. 'Inspection 
- . 
of this graph indicates th~t the mean difference scores for 
the audito~y reinforceme~t group under No ~present conditions 
_were appreciably lower than the mean difference scores for ' 
the ,other three .groups. ' . . This finding, although not significant, 
suggests that ·auditory -·reinforcers for 3- month ool,d infants 
'I 
. may require some visual ·cue to obtain_ . con~itioni·~g. 
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·· . In· summary this study found a significant conditioning 
I " • 
effect' with both .social and' nonsocial reinfor.cers effective, 
in o.btaining conditioning. . No s:j.gnificant. differ~nc~s were 
found between social and nonsociaL reinforcers or between 
No E and ;E present . conditions, arid there was no sign if ican t 
interaction for No E/E present x social/nonsocial ·condi t _ions ~ 
.. --
Vi_sual rei.nforcers appeared tq be more .effective ~han aud~ tory . 
re~n~~rcers ,for ~ales, w.hil~ for fema.le~ vis'u~and auditory 
re~nforcers were equally effective. ~ . 
, ., 
I ' 
·DISCUSSION 
•, 
" 
.,. 
The main hypothesis. of the study was demonstrated: 
. ·. b,oth social and nonsocial reinforcers were effective in the 
" , ' 
I ~ondi tioning of infant vocalizations. That\,the s.ocial· rei~-
' . .. . 
forcers were. effecti~e is consistent with the previous research 
on vocal cdnditioning. That the nonsocial reinforcers were 
effective is consistent with the suggestion o~ Berlyne (1966) 
that . any stimuli the~;t are effective in capturing attention can: 
.have reinforcing value, and the suggestion of Bijou and .Baer · 
(1965) that control of the environment in itseli; can be ·, 
' rewarding. The ~o~so?ial reinforcers of ·this study were 
' ~tirnuli which seemed· to ~e highly attention-getting •and over 
which ~he infant could exercise his control . 
. "'!' . I , 
on ·the bC?-si's\~~ :the research on stimulus !?references 
t~· -r • 
of infants and the previous studies of vocal c~nditioning, l 
' ~ 
ffocial rei:nforcers might have been expected to be more effe.ot.ive . 
than nonsoclal re~nforcers in the conditioni ng o f infant 
•· ., 
~ •• : t' • ' • J. 
I ' 
. .· 
.. .. 
\ . 
I 
.· 
vocalizatiops. In ·this study there were no difference~ . 
. 
between .social and nonsocial reinforcers. - This findin,g may 
be. attri7~·,· i~ part, to the 
stimuli used as 'reinforcers . in 
' . -
maxirnation . of the nonsocial 
. -~ 
the study. The nonsocial 
~stimuli wer·e chosen so a:~ to maintain in.~ ant · attention and, 
o ' 
therefore. ' func;ti_C:,n very effectively - .even if social cues 
were available. -
A second factor which may have contributed to the 
n • • 
., 
29. 
· , 
lack ofl differences between the social arid nonsocial reinforcers 
. . . .. 
was the nature·:of the s·s used in this 'study. Weisberg ' (1963) 
. . 
using insti t~tionalized infants did riot obtain vocal con-
' • I • 
ditioning ~ith a nonsocial. reinforcer. Tomlinson-Keasey ' 
(1972) using home-reare_d infants did obtain vocal condi.tion~ng 
·with a nonsocial reinforcer~ The Ss of the present study 
were home-reared infants·. As there· were no deprivation l . 
. cpndi tions fo~ the social response as . there were in Weisberg's 
study,. social reinforce-rs 'were not more .. :~.einforcing than the 
-· 
• ; 'I ' . , 
nonsocJ.al re1.nforcers. 
the 
was 
was 
The ~ypothesis that . the presence of E. would influence 
~ffectiveness _.:of tJ:le social and nonsocial ·re~n_fo~ci)ers· . . · 
not supported. Our ing conditioning periods whethe ~ . 
prese~t or not had no influence on the effectiveness . · 
the reinforcers: the presen.ce of E did not enhance the effective-
. . -
-.; · ness of the sociai ·reinforcers as it did in the Todd · and 
Palmer study (1968) ;_ nor did it. interfere with . the effectiveness · 
·, 
of the npnsocial reinforcers as might be inferre'd "from the 
(II> 
- S~1:ldy . ~f Weisbe~g (1963). The. prese~ce . of.~- ~y have be_en: . , . 
' more significant to those two conc;li t;ioning studies becaus.e _ 
.... 
. , . 
. . 
. ... 
•. • #. :. - •• t ' . ~ 
. \ 
.·. 
·-
. ' 
.t . 
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: , ) 
the Ss in the.' studies were· in~ti.tutionalized in~ ants and 
·consequently somewhat socially d~t>:rived. , The social pre~ence 
. ·:' ' . . " ) 
would elici:t a great deal of attention from the institution-
alized Ss thereby ' infruehcing the effectiveness of tl:).e 
.. , ~ • > 
.. 
contingent stimulation. For the. §_s of ·this stu<;ly · the social · 
presence was a rather common · occurr~nce in their environment. 
The social presence probably did· elicit some· attention . from 
the Ss' but not enough to interfere with sIs attention to 
- . ' 
,- other contingent stimuli. 
The results demonstrated that visual reinforcers were 
more effect'ive than auditory reinforcers for tnales in the 
· c~:mdi tio~ing of inf an.t vocalizations , but, ·for females , visua~ 
and auditory rei~forcel\s were . e:qually effective. This finding 
. r . 
must be· considered in terms of the different-ial development. 
rates .of the sensory systems and the sexes.. 
- '' 
There appears to be a difference in the deve~opmental 
rates of the two sensory sy~tems. The visual sy·:;;tem become.s 
functional before the au~itory system. · For the infant, ··who 
is most often situated in. a crib, . visual stimuli _app~ar to be 
:-- contingent more ~ften than auditory stimuli. If the infant .· . 
. . 
perceives a visual stimulus there is usually a pay-off involyed: 
feeding, burping,' changing di_apers, comforting, etc. For the 
infant,. however 1 there is. an abundance of non'contingent auditory 
· ~timuli: parent co~ve.rsations, parent-sibling con'[ersations, . 
;radio, tele:vision, household applia~ces 1 e .tc. Consequently 
' • ' d 
the visual stimuli come 'to have ,, more relevance: for the .infant 
. I . . 
p.t this particular age. Later ·, · as audttory labels bec<;>rnEt. 
0 ~ ' ' 
attached to. visu'al· images and the infant beg~ns to . deve~op a 
. ' 
·. 1 
.. 
' i 
'· 
,• 
.. 
.; 
sympolic- communication system,· auditory stimuli· become 
relevant for the infant, 
· Moreover, the visual stimuli hmay be mote r .elevant 
th~m al!ditory stimuli to the infant at this age because of 
31.
1 
the degree of control the inf~mt may exert over visual stimu.li. 
' . 
. The infant can direct his gaz; and close his eyes, whereas 
his ears are relatively non-direction~! and audi to.ry stimuli 
. . 
can not be ' shut out ,at , the infant's ·discretio'n. Also, · in· the 
environment ''of the infant the visual stimuli are ·more stable 
and can· usually· be examined for long periods at .·will. This' 
does not suggest that the auditory processing system of -t;.he 
infant ·is not well-developed. by three months of age,. but that 
the reinforcing propert:i..es . of auditory stimuli do not, appeat 
. 
to be developed into as functional a system as the vis.ual 
stimuli. ( 
/ ' 
' 
Another explan~tio~ for the ~uditory /visual differer1ces 
is that t:he auditory stimuli used may not have been equivalent 
to the visual stirnul.i. This· remains a possibility a~ there 
' ' # I 
' . 
·were no data avai'lable to deten:nine appropriate auditory · 
' . 
stimuli as there .were · for v i sual s:timuli. The finding remains, · 
however' that the females were respons~ve to both the auditory 
and visual s-t;:imuli,_ while the ' males . were responsive only to' 
the visual stimuli. 
,. , 
The differential developm,ent· rate of, the sexes i's 
. I 
well~documeJ:lted. Maccoby, (1996) has sug.gested that females. 
. ' 
~ature faster than males, and consequently . develop speech . 
.... 
' · ' 
·The' femal~~ have· an advantage 
• ~ r ' • • 
abi lities earlie.r thari males. 
over t,he males · in *rms of t};le availabili"t:y · o~ the responses · · 
. I 
. . ~ . . ' 
' . ,· , 
' !._.·. 
- . 
.. 
.. 
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to be reinf9rced. ·. Female~ also have an advantage over males 
in terms of greater opportunity to have their vocalizations 
reinforced as Moss (19E?7), in a study of 3-week. and 3-month old 
-infants, has found that mothers engage in more vocal inter-: 
. . 
action with their daughters than their sons , Moss also found 
'that females do_ not fuss _and cry as much as males, giving the 
fern_ales· anot~r advantage oveJ; mal~s in that the fussing .and 
\ 
. . crying of the rn{:I.Les compe es wi~_h their time for vocalization 
during the experimenta~ pe 'ods, ·McCall and ~agan ·(1967b) 
have . suggested that females re more · perceptual.ly precpcious · 
than males. Therefore the fe les were probably . more 
. ~ 
responsive to the perceptual re nforcement of ·the stu'dy, 
Consequently, . as the visual syst~ril seems _to develop ~.efore 
the auditory system, and as females seem' t ·o mature faster · than 
the males, the males . have developed a functio)'lal vis.ual system, 
,: 
but ax;e· lagging behind tbe females in. the development of a 
. 
functionaL auditory system. The males are responsive_ to 
. . . 
visual ' stimuli, while the females are' respon~:d ve .to both 
visual and auditory stimuli. 
' 
· Th@ results indicated that auditory reinforcement 
' ' "'"./ . . . 
with ~ pre~ent . may be · as ~ffective_ as visual reinforcement. 
_.Tl:le finding_ .is ?O~sistent wit~ th~. pr~vl;.'ou~. dis~us~ion of the . · 
differEmtiai development rates of the sen~ory systems. The 
. . . - . , ~ 
4 . 
visual cue ~ay· be 'an importa-nt factor which auditory rein-
, ' . 
forc.ers_ may require to be ef.fecti ve, because· at three. mQnths 
' . 
·th.e infant is mainly a ·visual being • 
., 
The findings of the present' study indicate that·.,. (a), 
"'' 
. i;he . sex 0£ the s·s f a_nd (b) 'modality of :the I r~~n.forcer az::e 
' • ' 
) . 
. . . 
. . \ ' 
'. 
' ·, 
33 ·. 
important factors in the v,ecal 'co~di tioni~g . of three month·, 
old infants. , Further studies ~hould · giv~ m9re consideration 
. . . 
to the devel~pment~l rate of .the sexes, "rather , than. assuming o 
that males and.· females a.'re at the · same points ~n verbal. ~nd 
perceptual development. More. research is needed on reinforcer 
effectiveness of stimuli in the different modalities ·in infant 
~ conditioning. . ,. 
·This study· adds further evide!lc;:e ~o the theories· of · 
language acquisition that str~ss the role of conditioning in . 
the shaping of the infant's vocal behavior. r Increases in 
•• J 
vocalizations can be obtained with a variety of cont.ingent 
. ·-
· responses frol!l the infant's .environment: social and nonsocial. 
This study supports the · views o~ Skinner (1957) that the 
vocalization iS an operant, and that of Sta~ts (.1968) that 
. . . 
the application of reinforcement at an ea~ly age can shape 
' I I 
vocal· behavior . . Staats has po1nted , to ·the importance of. the 
' . 
' . -
prelingu,istic v.cicalization period to.f.!t.l.ater speech development . 
. • • ~ 'I; ' /' 
' .. . 
According to Staats and Staats '(1962) the vocalizations of 
- ~ 
the babbling .period progress to speech sounds on tpe basis ·of , 
conditioning J?rin<:?iples. Haughan and Mcintire (1972) suggest 
' " . 
that the infant at this stage may be l~at"ning to use his . 
' ' 
vocalizations to al te'r the contingencies in his world, and 
,. 
• 
" 
,; 
. . ~ . 
· it is this awareness - that vocal behavior can have_ interesting, 
' . . 
consequences - wh.ich may ·_ be the first step, in the deve~opment 
·of language •. · 
: ' 
, · . 
. . . . .. : ' 
: '· ~~ 
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SUMMARY 
· .
. . 
Fo~ty-eight · infants betwee~ the "ages , of . 75 _and 118 
days were used to study vo_cal conditi~ning with 'social ·.and 
... . . . 
nonsocial reinforcers· i~ two modalities - audito~y aQ~ visual. 
' ' Two other vari'ables . were investigated': (1) the effect of the ' . 
·. 
adult presence on the social apd :nensocial reinforce~s, and 
' . . 
t~the sex of the 'ss. . . The m~j or finding of the analysis 
of the difference score~· was a signif~cant Se~ X Modality 
. . 
interaction. For females audit<?rY and visual reii·~forcers 
were equally effective, while•, for males only. visua'l rei_n.:. 
. 
forcers were effective~ ·This finding was discussed in te.rms 
' .· .. , 
of bhe differential 'de"'elopmental rates· of the sensory systems . 
and of the se.xes • . 
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